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Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
999 36.1% 999 36.96%

1704 61.6% 1704 63.04%
61 2.2%

2764 100% 2703 100.00%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
1563 56.5% 1563 92.70%
123 4.4% 123 7.30%

1078 39.0%
2764 100% 1686 100.00%

with NO Responses 
Removed

Do you prefer flags (United States and/or Texas) on the sleeve?

YES, I like flags (US and/or Texas) on the sleeves.
NO, I not like either the US or Texas flag on the sleeve.
No Responses
Total

Do you prefer the current 1" stripes or the new suggested design below?

Current 1" stripes
New Design (see below) unique to Texas Football Officials
No Responses
Total
578 Comment(s)



Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
1099 39.7% 1099 70.36%
463 16.7% 463 29.64%

1202 43.4%
2764 100% 1562 100.00%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
147 5.3% 147 31.89%
314 11.3% 314 68.11%

2303 83.3%
2764 100% 461 100.00%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
292 10.5% 292 10.95%
316 11.4% 316 11.85%
438 15.8% 438 16.42%
544 19.6% 544 20.40%

1077 38.9% 1077 40.38%
97 3.5%

2764 100% 2667 100%

Division III
Division II
Division I
No Responses
Total

Please indiciate which age group you are in.

United States only
No Responses
Total

Please tell us which Division you are currently in

Division V
Division IV

Yes, both the United States and Texas flags.
No, I do NOT prefer BOTH flags
No Responses
Total

If you only prefer one flag on the right sleeve, which flag do you prefer?

Texas only

Do you prefer both the United States (left sleeve) and Texas flag (right sleeve)?



Number of Response(s) Response Ratio # %
143 5.1% 143 5.36%
410 14.8% 410 15.36%
835 30.2% 835 31.29%
884 31.9% 884 33.12%
351 12.6% 351 13.15%

46 1.6% 46 1.72%
95 3.4%

2764 100% 2669 100.00%
No Responses
Total

Final Comments or Questions

321 Response(s)

Age 29 or less
Age 30 - 39
Age 40 - 49
Age 50 - 59
Age 60 - 69
Age 70 and above



Answer
I think the change would be awesome ...and change is always great for TASO association. That should make everyone aware that our is looking 
out for our future upcoming years to come. Great job board members ....
The biggest problem that I see is that you would be required to go to a TASO approved vendor for a shirt, which could be an issue in an 
emergency.
I like it but will it be a nation wide shirt or exclusive for TASO
Hell yes!!!!
Waste of time and money. All coaches and fans care about is whether we get calls right. They dont care about our shirt design.
As long it doesn't like NCAA or the NFL
This is a 3 year transition. I have no problems move to the future.
Why is Taso changing uniforms again?  This is just going to make someone more money, not the member.
I like the new design but would like to see the time that either option is allowed to be extended to two or three years instead of just one.
Nice!
I do not favor moving towards another design at all.   I have built my football wardrobe to include several shirts and will not be willing to rebuild 
the inventory with another design.  This would most likely move me towards no longer officiating as this would include too large of an investment 
on my part.
Like the look, but I would stay with what we already have a good number of. To costly. Also I don't care for the TASO logo being so front and 
center.
I have three short sleeve, one long sleeve knit, and one long sleeve wind block shirt. I would be looking at $250 to replace these shirts.  If we 
want change the patches around, fine, but leave the shirt as is. This is all about some wanna be college officials who want to look like college 
officials. If you want to be a college official, get hired. I also know some senior officials that this will move them out early.  The new guys will 
need old shirts for sub-varsity, then have to buy new shirts
Love it! Lets start for 2014
Looks like NFL shirt.
I like it.
It looks good.
I like the new shirts and its time to look better with the new style shirts. Out with the old and in with the new.
We pay enough money alright for equipment and uniforms. I think the current uniform is great.Uniform don't make an official.
Nice shirt design, will look good with the black pants.
Sorry but i hate that the new shirt will be part of the required uniform for all sub varsity games by 2016. Some of us still have knickers we can't 
do anything with (lol).
Buy back my brand new 5 shirts 1" stripes first
I just had to replace my knickers with pants.  Then my shorts with stripped shorts. What's the point of the new shirt?  If it isn't broken leave it 
alone.  I like the 1" stripes!
I love having the Texas Flag on the shirt.

Do you prefer the current 1" stripes or the new suggested design below? - Comments



They look good. I know we have limited input on our cost, but it would be easier to promote these if we could be assured the price would be 
closer to $40 than to $60.
WOW!!! You guys did your homework. I really like the TASO patch above the shirt pocket, the USA flag on the left sleeve and the State of Texas 
flag on the right sleeve is just plain kick-ass!!!

Military protocol calls for the USA flag to have a   white border if one is not in the military. Please emphasize that.  Great job - the State of Texas 
Flag is as if you're saying ---

"Don't mess with Texas football officials"
I would prefer to remain as we are with the 1" stripe. The new proposed shorts like like pajamas or badly sewn Alcatraz uniforms.
Looks very unclean around shoulder. Like a tux t-shirt. Very unprofessional
I dont like the Texas flag. I like the new stripe layout, but would prefer the TASO and USA Flag patches to stay the same as on the current shirt.
No reason to change
We spend too much time worrying about uniforms and patches - this is just an additional burden on the individual. Quite frankly this seems like 
TASO pissing on bushes to claim territory from UIL. Why don't we focus on providing support for the officials and that decade long promise of an 
updated website instead of shirts.
Love the Texas flag
Love the new look.
I just recently purchased a new sublimated shirt in support of my crews decision for the 2013 season.  I'm not 100% convinced that this uniform 
change is "necessary".  It would help if TASO provided a little more background information with regards to why a newer uniform design is 
desirable.
I like the look. It is something innovative and more modern. 

Good job on the proposed new design.
Like the texas flag patch.
Texas High School football is unique and a cut above other states, therefore the officals uniform should be unique to uphold the standard that 
we have created.
Seem like another way for vendors to make additional monies.
I do not see anything wrong with the current version.  Why make officials spend $40.00 - $60.00 again for more shirts when the same ones that 
we have been using will work just fine.  Makes no sense to me to have to shell more money again for shirts that are basically the same.
Looks good. I'm sure it will pass approval by majority of members. I don't like the cost but it's part of it
Nice we need this New look!
Please leave it alone!!!!!



Won't this effect the look of the current Black Pant with white stripe?  The white stripe may need to be widened to match the new shirt which will 
mean an additional expense for the pants.

The new shirt looks good by the way.
I prefer using the current 1" shirt.  It should used for high school games.  I am a college official ans would prefer we keep each shirt separate for 
the different divisions.
Looks like a combination of the current NCAA and NFL shirts.  Will plackards still go on the back?  Looks good. I like the Texas flag on the 
sleeve.
We'd need to buy shirts with placard for each position we'd work x long/short sleeves.  Could be several hundred dollars.  No one cares what we 
wear.  The current shirt with black pants/socks are comfortable and practical.
This will also deter non-TASO officials from calling games and force them to join TASO.
I know it is not your intent, but this amounts to yet another increase in dues and fees.
I like them . I have so meaning of the old shirts I don't know what to do with them ?
I agree to the uniform with the exception of the US Flag. It SHOYLD NOT be worn on this type of uniform. According to US Code it is to be worn 
by military personal, fire, police, and patriotic organizations. I am a retired army Master Sgt and I disagree with the wearing of the flag.
I actually prefer the ncaa shirts the proposed shirt looks too close to the nfl style
I don't understand why TASO believes it has a need to have a design that is unique.
I like the "new" ones! And again its diff from NCAA.
I'm sure it would be avaialbe as an option but I would like to see the position plackards on both the front pocket and on the back of the shirt.
There's something to be said about embracing tradition, and I don't believe it's necessary for TASO officials to chase every new "fad" that comes 
along.  Also, the 1" striped shirts are (I think) much more attractive than the 2" shirts designed here.
After many, many years of the same shirt, it's time to modernize.  I suggest that these include at least the TASO patch (and perhaps other 
patches, US patch & other mandatory patches), already sewn on when they are sold in Texas.
Keep them strictly for Varsity Only! No Exceptions!
i think it is time for a new design, and i like the version's shown above
It has a touch of the NFL which is ok.  The only thing that concerns me is pricing.  We just changed up shirts to have placards added and the 
thought is, would it be possible to come off of some of the cost?
I prefer what we already have
Whats next the pants? We wear the same pants,shoes, undershorts\shirts as college officials...will it not be ok to wear these in the near future? 
Where will it end? Didnt college copy the nfl in wearing pants instead of knickers.?? Aren`t we all like family. Im going to buy my 12 yr old clothes 
from the mall and my 8 yr old the knock-off brand at the flea markets. It looks similar but not the same. Same as the new shirt idea. Knock-offs. 
...all this just to appease some college officials.
I like the design a lot.  It seems to show a more modern design, and yet is separate from the NCAA's   shirt.
I don't like the Texas flag - it makes the shirt too busy.
At the annual meeting you need to introduce the shirt and a 25% discount to the participates of the meeting. This will help with the cost for old 
and new members.



Why change? Does the width of stripe affect the quality of officiating?
Make a decision and stick with it.  Don't want to purchase 3 shirts every year because y'all can't make ur minds
We are a high school organization. Let's keep it that way
Please don't change
wider stripes look much better with the new pants
Way too much black!!! If we are changing, I do not understand why positions are being left off. Go figure?
I think that this sets up apart form college and looks very professional.
Please leave well enough alone. The shirts we have now are fine.
Pants and Shorts? 2" stripe?
I think that looks good. Its a slight change sometimes change is good.
No reason for us to change.........if people wanna wear college stripes then get on a college crew
There is no need to change, it is only going to cost the officials money.  Why????????????
Awesome!! The 1 inch stripes looks old!!
These look nice, but I don't see the point in changing.
Long overdue!
Like the wider stripe also the black in the inseem.  Looks more crisp and professional.
They look great!
We changed to those gaudy black pants and now this
I like the new shirt.
I'll assume position placards woould be approved as well.
Many officials do not have a lot of extra money to go with new uniforms. 

We need to keep the officials we currently have. Every year we lose officials for various reasons. We don't need to give them another reason to 
go by the wayside.
I already have practically new white knickers in my closet that I wasted money on not knowing we would be forced into black slacks. If we are 
now forced to change shirts for no practical reason. Them I'm done.
keep what we got, no reason to change, were not women
I like this design.  I would like to have positions to be available on it as well.
Either way as long as I can still call football games.
I like the New Design it's fine.
We were just approved to have plackards on our shirts last year. Many people that are on crews purchased 2 shirts with plackards. To change 
again is an unnecessary and unwarranted expense. I do like the design of the shirts
No Hope and Change please ... been there and lost my healthcare ... let me keep the shirt on my back. No pun intended.  Also, the Texas Lone 
Star flag does not bow to Ole Glory.  Texas was a lone Republic before it was a state. Go with one flag or the other not both.
What about the position placards?
Why does there need to be a change?
There is no good reason for TASO to make a special shirt and cause undue financial burden on its members.  Our reputation, along with the 
TASO patch, is enough to separate us from the rest of the country.



rumors abound that only one flag is being included...that is crazy to leave of the USA flag....with are a proud patriotic nation, do not drop the 
USA flag.  have USA on one sleeve, TX on other.  TASO as show above pocket and ALSO add the little placards on the pockets like college 
does.  Make sure the white stripe is wide enough to accommodate perfectly the width of the flag patches....it could even taper....start with wide 
white at the top shoulder area and neck down to narrow at the wrist...
I love it!!
The design doesn't matter so much to me. Just the cost of having to buy all new shirts again.
It is hard enough to retain new members. With them needing to buy new uniform pieces again would cause several good officials to not be able 
to afford this. Also, these shirts do not portray anything but wanting to fix something that isn't broken. If they call college ball they buy college 
shirts, if they want to call high school in the state of Texas we have that covered. Would you want to have to move to another state because of 
your job and know to call football you have to buy new uniformal
I don't know if being unique is worth anything since we only work in Texas, except for a few Border Towns and they already know where we are 
from. I do like the design and all the Patches and Flags.
Every time you change the uniform, you make things more expensive.  Maybe TASO should waive the dues for a year so members could more 
easily afford the shirts.  I am STRONGLY opposed to a new shirt.  Your survey is flawed in my opinion.  It clearly says that the NEW shirt will be 
required in 2016.  That means that if one replies that he doesn't want the new shirt, his opinion will be disregarded.
1st New pants ; now new shirts. I do not support this effort.
New shirts won't improve the product we put on the field, rather have the opposite effect. Older, wiser members will just hang it up as opposed 
to buying new shirts. Even if it hastens the retirement of a few members by a few years, that is a waste. Additionally there will be crews with a 
mixed look. Time and money better spent on training.  Want a new shirt? Get better and you can call college ball and get a new shirt.
We don't need to change anything!!

It only produces income for the suppliers.

It costs us more and more each time you change things!

People are used to the usual 1" shirts.

TASO doesn't need to stand out from the nation.

We penalize players for trying to "stand out!"

NO NEW SHIRTS!!
Not sure I like where the TASO logo is on the new design. If it is a patch it could get in the way when pulling game cards in and out of pocket. If 
it was printed on the shirt, then that would not be a problem. But a sown on patch could cause an annoying problem.



I find it ridiculous that high school associations feel the need to make officials look more like college or pro officials for no purpose whatsoever 
other than to make more money for manufacturers.  

The only thing I like is the patch on the left chest with both the US and Texas flags.  That can be used with the existing 1 inch stripes.

I'm guessing I'll be in the minority with this opinion.
With the pay as low as it is for varsity games the new shirt is not worth the extra financial burden.
No reason to change.
will look much better with the black slacks.
I like the new layout.  Good position of the taso patch. However I do think it needs to be an extremely low profile patch or even woven in to the 
fabric. Would hate to see a nice looking shirt be over powered by the old patch
The new shirt looks more professional
we have the finest officiated games in the nation lets quit trying to copy everyone else, first the black pants now this . Why do we need to 
change ? in my opinion we don't.
Out standing! Keep the one inch for sub varsity is a good idea, this way we still get to use them and its not a throw away item. The shirt look 
great, do it!!
To similar to the NFL officials shirt.
Black is HOT in Texas... Take more of it out.
Is there some way to be reimbursed for the new 1 inch shirts that have just been purchased this year?
Absolutely no reason to do this than to stand out.  Officials are not suppose to stand out.  The 1 inch stripes are fine!
I've been officiating for over 30 years. I see no need to change the shirts.  Cost is prohibitive.  Uniforms are expensive enough already without 
restocking my closet with another shirt when the ones I have still can be used for many years to come.
Nice shirt!
Got more of a NFL Look to it?!?
Change is important. We must all be willing to

Make changes for the sake of improvements for all

In appearance.
I agree with the "agreement" that HS will use 1". 

If I read the above statements correctly, in 2015 we would have 2" for Varsity and 1" for Sub Varsity? Why would we impose that kind of financial 
burden on any official, especially a new official?
Like the Texas patch on one side.
looks good!
Sublimated shirt $50 x 4 shirts per member x 17000 members = $3.4 million.  That doesn't even count for members who have to have placket 
and plain shirts.  Not just no, but HELL no.
I think its time for change we did it with the  pants and shorts, now its time for the shirts as well. It looks great and I am on board lets do it.



WHY DEAR GOD WHY JUST LEAVE IT ALONE
Love it!  Just make sure that there are multiple vendors available to sell the shirt in order to increase competition.
Use the new design with NO placards. Changing them out and accumulating is expensive and problematic
should have placards on back also
Don't see a real reason to change.

We don't have to be "cool" like NFL and NCAA.
This isn't really unique being that Alabama had this type of shirt. The only difference is the Texas flag and the taso patch.
Please include placards as a crew option on the short and long sleeve shirts.
Love it. I've seen a custom shirt from another state that looks similar.
It furthers to establish the TASO name and brand!
I like
Two comments:

1.  I'd put the American flag on the fron of the shirt above the pocket.  That should be the most visable patch.  No preference on which sleeve 
the TASO or TX Flag patch are on.

2.  In the picture/design - it appears the patches on the sleeve are too far down the sleeve.

I prefer them being two (2) inches from the shoulder seem.
Love the idea! The patches need to be on the shirt when bought!
Looks good.Plackets need to be given consideration as they must be positioned correctly on the shirts
Tthe ncaa is not unique in this shirt as they want to be. The nfl has been using them for years. They want to look like the nfl and only them.  I 
think they should be all alike but i am only one person. I prefer the 1" stripes but we all need to be the same. The next thing the nfl will do is 
wear pink and blk striped hats and then everyone will want one.thanks, Don
I don't see a need to change the uniforms we are using now.
What benefit do we get from a new shirt?  Will it make us better officials?  Look at the guys in plackets now. That is proof a different shirt does 
not make us better. If we just want to look different we already do look different from Nfl and NCAA.    If we took that 50 bucks each guy would 
spend for a new shirt that would be $250,000 we could use for an expanded user of HUDl and formal evaluation program that WOULD have an 
effect on the field.
My 1" will be needing replaced by then anyway. Very nice design on new shirts!
THey look very nice.
What about a camouflage shirt?  Or a shirt made out of dry fit material?
Why switch?  Seems that we are just wanting to copy for the sake of looking like a college official.
Great design don't copy NCAA
At first glance, these look like NFL shirts.  Wondering if they will try to stop TASO like NCAA?
Change comes, we adapt and move on.
New shirts look sharp.



Just leave it the way it is. Why fix it when it's not broke
Have no heartburn over a  change since likely won't affect me for awhile given that I am newbie, and no varsity for me for awhile. New shirts 
look nice...
We do not want to change the shirt so we can look like the NFL. The problem we are have recruiting new officials. Leave the uniform alone. Put 
the effort on recruiting. Thanks
Very ugly
This is a NICE look! I would DEFINITELY vote in favor of this!
If you choose to use the shirts we currently wear for sub varsity and the new design for varsity only, there will be many times that the officials will 
have different shirts on. I would make it one or the other.
I think this is a great.  Keep up the great work.
Looks great I like it!
looks good
I really like the shirts!!!
I like the thicker stripes. Texas football should be different than others because there is nothing like Friday night lights in Texas!
I want us to stay like we are and be different from the NFL
Nobody comes to the games to see the officials.  Let's stay with the traditional stripes and let the teams try to copy Oregon with on-field fashion 
statements.  The change to black pants was a good idea, but this idea is just silly.  Are the vendors behind this?
Great looking shirt I definitely would love having these.
New design looks awesome, it was about time for something new, this new design really stands out, I hope they approve of it
New design gives a more professional look.

It's not something that anyone can(could) buy that works at a sports store etc.

Great look !!!!!
I like the new design. Will the vendors make the shirts with position placards also? That would make it even better.
Please ensure that the length on the tails are adequate for for securing inside the pants and they will stay there even with out a keeper.
Will there be position plackerds?
Cool....
We can still remain unique by not changing.  Very few people either directly or indirectly involved in the game at the high school level really care 
what the officials look like, especially the width of the stripes on the shirt.
Won't hurt for us to differentiate ourselves.  Hate to buy new shirts though!
What we have is fine.
This design is atrocious and will totally ostracize us from any other Association, what's next; Black and white knickers?
Yes
1 inch stripe shirts are sufficient.
Too much black on and under arms.
it looks more professional. also will set as a part of non taso scabs by 2016



Those shirts above look disgusting!  We're in TX, these are work clothes, why does TASO feel the need to candy things up?  The current 1" 
stripes with the TASO patch are FINE. Stop changing the uniforms!
It is too soon since most of the varsity officials recently purchased the new plackard shirts. It would be a waste since they would just be used for 
2 years. Maybe in 10 years or so.
The current 1" stripe is traditional. With other states going to a similar design (patterned after the NFL design it appears), staying with the 1" 
stripe will provide Texas high school football officials that "unique" look it sounds like some are desiring. I do like the idea of moving the TASO 
patch to the left chest & placing the Texas flag on right shoulder.
LEAVE IT ALONE!!!!!! I CAN NOT BELEAVE WE ARE FALLING FOR A FASHION TREND!!!
I am pleased that you are giving a two year  lead in to implement these shirts. This should allow us to transition easier both economically and by 
elimination of our old shirts.
About time we catch up with everyone else. This is no financial impact. We all can afford $40-60. This is a great idea.
Trying to look like the NFL/NCAA is just ignorant. Keeping what we have will make us unique
I'm still stuck with white knickers - don't want to repeat that with the shirts. The current design is unique to high school football, and I would like 
to see it remain that unique.
Looks gtrat
looks to close to the NFL shirts
With the investment we have made over the past 5 years in shirts, shorts, pants..... I would like to take a break from officiating expenditures.
If I'm seeing this correctly, we will be adding the Texas flag to our shirt in the spot previously covered by the TASO patch.  The TASO patch will 
move to the front of the shirt above the pocket.

May I suggest that the Texas flag replace the US flag instead and move the US flag to the front of the shirt above the pocket?
I do not agee with the part about non-vendors for TASO will not be authorized to purchase and sell the new TASO Shirts.
Lets keep it simple. What advantage is there to changing shirts?
Change for what purpose?  Sell more shirts?

This would require 3 different shirts...

SV - V - College....

Forget it.
Very professional, takes the basketball official 

Look.
the shirts we have now are a good looking shirt,all we need is a Texas flag  over the pocket or under the taso patch
This shirt looks great!  I personally think a 2" strip shirt is more professional looking than the current 1" shirt.



when was the last time we had a change in uniforms? pants recently and shorts recently?? dont think we have had a shirt change in awhile but 
this is good info to have for members because it seems that we are constantly having to buy new uniforms?????
Our crew just spent over $500 this year buying new shirts. Now you want to make us buy another set of new shirts. Come on. You are driving us 
out. If you do decided to change please adjust game fees to off set the cost of the new shirts.
Looks good. Go with it
We should not be trying to out fashion anyone, but need to be focused on excellence in officiating. Current wearing and appearance should be 
stressed using the current uniform.
We are suppose to be invisible on the field.  Trying to look like the NFL officials is only going to draw attention to us.  Let's keep the 1" stripes.
none
Placard layout? Would you mirror the CFO layout?  Back and pocket?

I like them.  We need to evolve in all aspects including uniforms.
What the price on the new shirt?
Looks good.  I have no problem with the new design.  Time for a change anyway.
Lets Unique and have our own...
I like the current shirts.
Having made the change from HS to college, the wide stripes look much better on the field.
There simply is no reason to change from what we wear now.
It' okay
Since these shirts are unique to Texas and all officials will be purchasing at least two, I believe an economy of scale discount should be provided 
by our vendors at least in the first year.
New design is more professional
I like the Texas flag patch on the shirt and the TASO logo on the front. Nice!
I don't want TASO officials to look like the NFL. Change is completely unnecessary
I think it is time for TASO to make this change.
I see know reason to change. What we have looks fine. I fear you will lose people (numbers will go down ) if this added cost is put on members. 
And it seems to me we need more members especially younger people to train to replace aging officials and crews. Believe it or not some do it 
for the money. With that being said it will not matter to me either way.
They look good, but expense on new pants, new bean bags is significant.
Yes both shirts look better. Lets make a change state widw.
nice shirt something new
This will look a lot better with the black pants.
This is a great move in the right direction....
Going t long pants was bad enough! Please leave the shirts the way they are.
There's no point to the change...we can't copy the NCAA college shirts, so why make any change at all?  Maintaining the status quo means that 
no one has to go out and replace shirts, even with a two year phase in.



this must be driven by Honig's and the other distributors to sell new gear.  NO need to change.
I like changing the shirt but I wish they were more like the NFL but not exactly like the NFL

I wish we had more time to phases out the 1 inch stripes over the next couple of years at sub varsity level.  Up in the Panhandle, I have to buy 
multiple short and long sleeve shirts for the drastic weather changes and allowing us a longer time for change on sub varsity with 1 inch stripes 
would not be as costly.
High school should have our own identity! I vote for NO CHANGE!
stay with the classic design.
High School seems to always want to chase the pros or NCAA in terms of attire.  It doesn't make us better officials.  As an example, in baseball, 
I now have to have over 8 different shirts, where in other states, only 1 shirt is authorized.
Awesome
It's good to have change. The black pants were a nice shift to modernizing the look of officiating I believe the new shirt design will add another 
dimension. Although it may be consistent with the current NCAA design the solid black underarm yoke would help separate the two.
Leave well enough alone.
The shirts will not match the pants or shorts with the strip
Sure looks a lot like the NFL shirt. What is the MAIN difference?
I love the proposed new shirt.
Change is always good.  It just takes awhile for everyone to embrace new ideas.  

Go for it!
fine ok
I like the design.
preference is checked above but will not impact my decision on whether or not to continue to officiate.
Looks like the NFL.  White on the side should bleed into the white stripe on the pants.
We don't need to change.  If some want to do college ball, then they should buy the college shirts.  High School officials don't need to try to look 
like NFL or College officials!
Can there be a position placard on the pocket as well as on the back?
really like the idea of changing our shirts. It is time for an update. Really like NFL shirts, but this is good.
Awesome
Would like to stay the it seems to me yall want to change something. I don't mind paying for new stuff every year put I don't want to waste my 
old stuff. I'M NOT RICH
The wide Stripes looks much better with the black pants
I like either one. I would not mind having the new design.
The white shoulder stripe doesn't appear to fit in properly.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it.



Cost is my concern, not breaks me, but what to do with all of the other shirts, you want to buy them.

Have the same problem with basketball shirts!!!!!
60-80 dollars a shirt is ridiculous
I like the TEXAS FLAG as well as the AMERICAN FLAG. TASO logo very cool. maybe even hats would do also with the logos and Flags.fyi
Like it!
Looks better
I like the idea. It looks similar to the shirt that Alabama is using this season. I think it is very distinctive and a good look. The wider stripe will also 
look better with the white stripe on our pants.
I like them looks more official
No substantive preference either way. Suppliers will benefit significantly from mandatory change which should be reflected in TASO licensing 
fees with some direct benefit(s) to TASO football membership.
More Bullshit to sell more uniforms.  Very discouraging.
I like the new design.
Adding additional costs to young officials only discourages them to discontinue officiating.  $100-120 to some is a lot of money.  We need to 
focus on what keeps young officials in the game and not look for ways to push them away.  Change for change itself is not good for business.  

This response comes from one with 48 years of experience.
I like it like it is , IF your a college official then it will set us apart . 90% WILL NEVER DO A COLLEGE GAME, WHY SPEND THE EXTRA 
MONEY
will the UIL ever consider a "collarless" sublimated short sleeve shirt for Sub varsity contests?
Looks Good
Due to the fact that most high school officials only make an average of $80 per game, the cost of buying at least two new shirts seems a little 
unreasonable. The big hype here is high school officials wanting to look like college officials.  If they love the college shirt look so much....they 
should get better at officiating and go call college ball. I think you should leave the shirts alone for high school officials.
which ever is chosen - keep the Texas flag
Pricing is a big factor, especially for the new incoming officials. Even the starter packages have gone up on price, plus dues.
Like the bigger strips
There is NO need to change the current shirt, if you feel the need to do something, let' talk about  getting another man on the field for 5 men 
crews to make 6 man crew or even 7 man crews.
I am a bit torn. I like the idea of a unique design for Texas, but I do not like the look of the two inch stripes, or the two inch stripes which would 
inevitably be required on the pants as well. The above design with one inch stripes would be a welcome look.
Cool. I like it!
To require 2 shirts is not cost beneficial.  As prices go up on equipment, we should not make the required equipment list more comprehensive. 
Recruitment becomes more difficult if the requirements are made more financially difficult and constraining.



This looks a lot like the NFL. I would think they would be more of a concern for complaints than the NCAA. Since when do they have a corner on 
the market of 2" stripes. Before they changed, we all wore 1" stripes.
I think we are the best football association in the nation. We should wear uniform that are unlike any others and as always be worn with pride. I 
like the display of our American flag, Texas flag, and out TASO patch.
Will not make an official any better.
Can't see the point of wasting the money on new shirts.
Will a new Texas flag patch be required on all shirts or just this new design?
Would rather see the TASO Patch on the pocket instead of where it is currently located at.
Would look nicer with the pants we use now.
Looks more modern, with a neat and professional appearance.
Change will be good, time to keep up with current trends, great appearance of product.
Why change what isn't broken.  The shirts we currently use work just fine.  If we want to be unique, let individual chapters design their own logo 
patch to put on the breast (opposite the pockets) of the current shirts.  I see no reason to incur additional costs for new shirts just to look unique.  
We already have the TASO patch that separates us from other states.
None.
Like the design,  not real hot on all the patches, one on the chest is more than enough.  The shirt is unique to taso,  that should be plenty.
These shirts are similar to the federation new shirts they c out with this year
I really like the new design and the patches!
New design all the way!
they look good I'm in
I would not mind the change if we could use our 1 inch shirts for SubVarsity. If not, then I will stay opposed until my current new shirts need 
replacement.
I see no reason to change except to help the vendors out.  No, lets leave it alone.
As an older official , where uniform costs are not really an issue to me,  the new look great, but I have been officiating since I was in college and 
cost was an issue; and we are having trouble attracting new younger people, so I do not wish to see anything that would that hinder someone 
starting to officiate -hopefully the vendors can work a good package for starting officials
This two inch shirt looks like a prison chain gang shirt....Wouldnt be caught dead in this shirt.
Being that we enforce and uphold NCAA rules I would hope that our proper and approved equipement mechanics would always mirror what 
College officials wear. Just saying. We shoulding be aligning ourself with the NFL!!!
Texas High School football is unique and so should we be.
Looks sharp and good.
Don't like having 3 patches, keep it simple.
This seems to be change for no reason
I would like to see what this shirt would look like with the placard attached
Doit now eventually will go to the new
This is closely related to the NFL Shirts which I like.  Good choice.
They look real professional. I like them.
I personally think they are very sharp. Would be a good change



If we keep the current shirt, we will be unique, as the College shirt and NFL shirt are different.  There is no need to change.
Do you all have stock in the vendors of these changes you all continuously put forth??? We have a lot of young officials who cannot afford these 
cost - they are in it to make a little money!
It's time for the change in our shirt design. With the change from knickers to pants, the new shirt design will give the clean professional 
appearance you see with other levels of officiating.
The new shirt has way to much black
i love it
Thanks for considering a change. It is long overdue
Leave it alone... Placards on current 1" shirts are fine and there is no need to go beyond that since the TASO patches identify the 
organization...No need to make the Honigs, and other suppliers richer than they already are.
I prefer the old one
TI would wear the shirt with the new design if it was availalbe through at least one dozen companies so that mutiple manufacturers and vendors 
can make them available to officials. I strongly believe in fair market practices. Thank you
Rather get higher game fees than spending for more shirts
Will new jackets be made as well in addition to the new long SLEEVE and short SLEEVE shirts?
I might prefer to see an alternating size strip, maybe one stripe at 1" and the next a 2" strip.
New design looks good
I do like the style of the new shirt, however the additional cost of new shirts I don't like.
I like the TASO patch over the pocket & Texas flag in its place on the sleeve.
I see no reason to change....stripes are stripes...
We do not the additional costs.  It appears that someone is trying to make money off of us.
We are having enough trouble getting and keeping officials now and you want to make them spend more money just so they can look like 
college or nfl There is nothing wrong with our shirts we have now
Brings to much attention, we are getting away from the zebra print
Why make this change?  Are wider stripes more sliming?  No need to fix that which is not broken.  Knickers were broken and needed attention --  
1" stripes are not broken.
Looks ok to me
The new one  look great go for it.
We have all talked about it for some time and knew this was coming.  When the NCAA went to this shirt it was only a matter of time. Now I can 
say to the guys:  "I told you so!"

Thanks!
Short sleve
Love the new look!



Perhaps the N.C.A.A. should consider Texas High

Schools play by their rules. Therefore the 2in.

stripe shirt would fit right in with the college

look. Really all officials wear stripes and the

stands won't know the difference ----- unless an

official tells them.
Maybe minus the TASO patch on the front pocket and placing the TASO patch on the sleeve in place of the Texas flag
I prefer the new design..looks better with the pants.
High School football is special and so is College.  I feel that High School should stay with the smaller strips.

Thank you for consider our thoughts and feelings!
just because other organizations change shirt styles does not mean Texas needs to, it is just a marketing ploy for everyone to do away with 
current equipment and have to buy new, I know a lot of officials that are already struggling to have decent uniforms already, this would mean all 
have to purchase new shirts, same as the pants we changed to, although I agree with the pants, no one liked the knickers, but they were 
nostalgic.
I prefer the 1" stripe, but I do like having the Texas flag on the shirt. We continue to lose the tradition of being an official by trying to look like the 
NFL guys. Before long we will upgrade ourselves out of stripes and into a black shirt with TASO on it. The kids on the field need us to look like 
officials. The teacher in the classroom don't dress like the kids or the stars in Hollywood. They set the example for the kids, we need to do the 
same on the field. Just my opinion I could be wrong.
It not broken don't fix it.
The ONLY people to profit on this are the vendors.  Quit trying to make something special by requiring purchases of uniforms that are not 
needed.  You will completely eliminate TONS of perfectly serviceable uniforms AND the ability to pass used uniforms to newer officials.  Don't 
solve a problem that does not exist!
WHY ARE WE CHANGING UNIFORM AGAIN?  WE CHANGED PANTS RECENTLY, NOW SHIRTS?
ABSOLUTELY NOT - I HAVE 6 SHIRTS - I AM RETIRED AND CAN NOT AFFORD THE SHIRTS AND HAVING ALL THE PATCHES PUT ON

NO
Good look, maybe add a hint more of white on the solid black panel of the sides.
I prefer the new shirts 100%



If the new design is chosen, will the position placards be utilized?
They look good
I like the fact that the shirts will be unique to our chapter. I do hope that TASO can control the cost of the shirt, a $40-$60 shirt better last or you 
will have some disgruntled officials. If its our brand then we should have some say in the cost.
Do not want to change. Too high a financial impact.
Just bought sublimated 1-inch shirts!!  While I'm happy to shell out dollars for uniforms, it looks like the suppliers are driving this train!!
I like both, change is good too.
No placards please.
Too much black, that will cause too many collisions between players and referees.
Looks great. The old shirts are plain and outdated.
There was no mention of repositioning of the TASO patch and an addition of the Texas Flag patch.  That should have been part of this survey 
along with the new shirt.
I don't like the black pants, either.  White knickers look much better.
I think any successful organization should allow for input and allow for positive constructive growth which would also allow for changes such as 
this on the shirts, however I wonder what they would look like with all the same  changes but with 1" stripes in lieu of the 2-" ??? Just a thought. 
???  Thank You.
Leave it alone. The pants and shorts were a hard enough impact finically for a while.
If you change, please delay required for two or three years away instead of one.
See no real need for the change. If its inevitable, I feel it should be less than $40 and definitely not near $60.
It would be nice some shirts designs for the chain crew. Also, can we wear black socks instead of white socks for the sub varsity games.
No need to change. It is just an additional cost for most of us.
Are the shirts made of a mesh material? Will they be formed fitted?
WHY do we need to change the look?
What bout the placard on the back? I agree with the new design as long as it has a placard on the back
I feel sure the shirts will look better than they do in the drawings.  I would wear the new design.
I like them.  Updated and current.  I would want version with position placard sublimated as well on both short and long sleeve.  Additionally, 
what about a windbreaker version for wet and cold / windy weather?
Why change??????????????????? no reason to change..........
Money should be an issue here since we all have agreed to be doing this for the love of the game. I say move as fast as you can and let's start 
wearing them for the 2014 season there is plenty of time to get them ordered.
The existing shirts are very appropriate!  Another example of ways to push out officials in favor of equipment manufactures and suppliers.  The 
shorts with stripes for sub-varsity cost double or more what good quality shorts are available for!
More of a black outline is obvious and highly visible. Great choice should make TASO members part of a unique uniform structure.
Great looking shirt!!
The Texas Flag is a great addition.
I think its time for a change and the new shirt looks very unique.
The new shirt looks good. I like it.
sounds like a money making vendors ploy



There is a more updated look with the new shirts.
I have spent alot of my money just to get the amount of jerseys I need for a season including a long sleeve. I think the 1 inch looks fine because 
we are already a unique group.
Thanks for the offer, but I prefer to leave it alone. 1" stripes are just fine.
there isn't much difference in the two shirts.
Good Look
I have no problem with any change. This need to happen at times. This makes officials look more professional.
The new design looks good and I usually have to get new shirt every 2-3 years. So to get new style will not bother me at all.
I voted "No" because of the 

"No non-TASO vendor may legally produce and/or sell the new shirt" statement.
While I am a new official and have just purchased my shirts, I like the idea of having shirts that separate us from the striped shirts you can 
purchase in many locations. I say no to Foot Locker and yes to professional appearance.
Look sharp!
We need to differentiate ourselves from other organizations.  We are a select and unique group!
We should focus on more pay for the officials instead of excess cost to officiate.
Many officials just bought new shirts this year with placards attached.  I really don't want to have to buy several new shirts when I just spent 
money buying new shirts.  There is nothing wrong with the current shirts we use so there is no need to change it.
It seems like there are uniform changes every year that means having to spend more and more money.  Who is really behind all these changes 
because it seems like the only people benefitting from it is the vendors!

This desighn is very similar to not only NCAA but also NFL designs and I do not see a need to change the shirt design.  Alot of officials 
purchased the sublimated 1" shirts this year and now there will be another cost to the officials and no increase in pay for games.  Lastly, with the 
change of metro and non metro travel alot of officials have lost money when traveling.  Therefore, I do not see a need to change to the 2" shirt.
We just bought new shirts w/placards!
What about the position placards?
It's ok with me either way.
that strongly resembles an NFL official's shirt.  Have you consulted with the NFL to make sure it is ok with them.  If my memory serves me right 
from a Business Law course, I understand that even a minor similarity may pose a potential problem.
I like the shirt but feel it is time to increase our compensation for football games at the sub-varsity level. The rate we're compensated in our 
chapter has not changed in years even though all other costs of goods continue to increase, now more money for uniforms... If you continue to 
want our numbers to grow your are making it more and more difficult for the working man or state employees on fixed salaries to participate.
The shirts look fine, but in our chapter we do not have crews, so my question is are we going to have to have placards on the back?
Really i would be fine with either one.
I like the new design nice looking shirt
Not appealing at all.
Really hope that TASO make the change and we go with the new shirt.
Will new shirts come with all patches?



Our shirts are fine, I see no need to change
I already have a closet full of strip shirts.
Awesome, can't wait to use with our crew
love it
i like the texas flag on sleeve
The new design looks like it might blend with other jersey designs and might cause an increase of player and referee contact.
why the difference in sub-varsity and varsity? that just makes me have to but two different shirts.
I just bought two new $40 shirts this year and have a $70 wind stopper long sleeve that would also become obselete.  The new shirt looks good 
but I am tired of having to buy a different uniform every other year.  Please, design what TASO wants and quit changing something every other 
year.  In the last few years I have had to throw out $300 dollars worth of good knicker, a pair of good black shorts.  The black pants and this shirt 
would look sharp.
All for it, 100%! Great looking design.
Another "cost" to officials? Isn't our equipment cost high enough? Do we constantly need to force members to buy "new" stuff every year? The 
White stripe shorts was totally unnecessary. I will approve this ONLY if there are no more "required" uniform changes forthcoming. I also think 
this should ONLY be for Varsity games... not required for sub-varsity.
Ugly!!! No wayð�'�
I like the designs.
Good design. Would look sharp
I counted and I already have seven striped shirts that I have accumuoated over the years.  I don't see the need to buy any more.  I don't see any 
point in changing just for change's sake.
I like the new look.
They look Awsome
I like that we can set ourselves different from the rest of the country.   go for the gusto!!!
Just like the smaller stripes
Don't like it!
The shirts should not have the wide collars.
no taso patch!!!!
Keep current shirt, have ncaa change since they make 10 times the amount in game fees.
I like the new design of the uniforms.
I WOULD LIKE THE CHANGE
Let's keep the uniforms we already have!
not enough stripes on it and looks real broad
I think it is about time we moved to the more "camera-friendly" shirts that the more-televised programs (NFL & NCAA) have moved to. The 2" 
stripe highlights the fact that we're wearing stripes instead of appearing "gray" in color from a distance or on camera.
Why would we need this change? What is wrong with what we have now ? We would be required to have a 2" stripe for varsity and a 1" for sub 
varsity.  This does not make any sense whatsoever.  

I vote to keep the same uniform in place.



Sharp looking shirts.  I'm for it.
I am good either way, we will not be so zebra like in the new shirts though:)
This does not make sense, why do we need to separate ourselves.
Though I do like the look of the new proposed uniform, it really is a cost problem.  At best that is 2 new shirts to buy, and after having to buy new 
pants and shorts within the last 2-3 years, I have several pairs of the old stuff that is not just useless and wasted money.  If this change was to 
make us in line with NCAA officials like we have with our rules, I would feel less inclined to not want to switch.  But this just feels like forcing us 
to shell out more money for nothing in return.
Why would we want to incur ANOTHER expense on top the ridiculous striped shorts requirement.  That endeavor failed as many members 
simply went out and bought striped basketball shorts or simply decided to ignore the striped short requirement all together.  I would rather retire 
than wear this ludicrous looking shirt.  In fact, I will retire if TASO makes another financial decision on my behalf.  Leave it alone.  Don't shoot 
yourself in the other foot.  And spell sleeve right.  Nice work.
With us having trouble getting officals and right now we have one varsity game fee for dues and one for new shirts. That is 20% of the season to 
pay for these things. I thank it is a huge mistake
like new design because it is easier to recognize
For those officials that are on crews, this would look nice.  For sub-varsity the 1" stripe shirt should stay the same.  This would give the used 
shirt closet a big  boost and to help up coming official getting started financially.
I think this will and would be  better  proffesional looking
I don't mind the short sleeve design, but I do not like the long sleeve design.
i am for the new shirt
1. What about making an additional long sleeve with a mock black turtleneck? It would look like the shirt on the right with this being the frontal 
view.

2. Will there be a rain proof shell jacket made also?
Are we adding a new patch with the new shirt only?
I think it looks sharp, good job guys!!
Looks to much like NFL
I have a bunch of the current shirts & see no reason to invest in new ones.
I don't think that there is a need to change

the shirts that we have are fine.

I do know that things do change in time , so if I have to adapt to the change , I'll adapt to the change and keep on officiating
We are not the NFL.  Knew this was coming.  What's next?  TASO logo on our hats, too.
It should be with position letter on back but similar to the NFL position lettering.
It makes no sense to make a change that isn't significant enough, that the regular fan would never notice.



I really like the new look and look forward to the new look.  I would hope that these shirts would only be available to TASO members ONLY.  
Where only a TASO ID would get OU this shirt.  Which might separate us from other crews that officiate other leagues outside of TASO.  Make 
this arrangement with the vendors, so these shirts are TASO member exclusive.  Thank you, Bo
I do not need the additional expense of acquiring new shirts.
i like the new shirt, replace the old
Really like shirts and accent pants very well.   I would still like option of Jackey/ shirt (heavy long sleeve) old style to be worn u less u have plans 
to get it made.
just trying to see we can get some kind of discount price because of the quantity of people that will buy itwe are looking about 12,000 officials 
hopefully the price is lower than 40 35 thank you
WE HAVE NO REASON TO CHANGE THE SHIRT WE NOW HAVE.
Would like to see position placards as well
It looks like something from the NFL. I think we've had enough changes for a while since we got no say in chaning uniforms in Basketball.
Looks better
placards?
I think they present a neater appearance...
Unneeded expense for all officials; also Position letters should be eliminated as there are times when officials have to work other positions and 
is also an unnecessary expense and there is no logical reason or need for them.
Why is TASO wanting to change the shirts by 2016 season?
Can you guarantee NCAA wil not change their attire.....and are other National High school officials following same protcol.....we should be 
uniform in our attire throughout the nation...similar to armed forces, and national law enforcement entities...thank you
Guys,

This is getting to the point where y'all are becoming like ASA.  Next thing you'll want is for us to spend $XXX.XX on a TASO jock-strap.  We've 
already had to purchase new pants for Varsity and new shorts for Sub-Varsity in the last two seasons, plus purchase patches for our shirts and 
have them sewn on.  Give it a rest!!!
Although I relocated to Austin, I still get e-mails and I appreciate that. I like option 2 better.
sleve- no dictionary results 

The correct spelling is 'sleeve'.
I like the new design, but feel the cost to change over will be cost prohibitive to a large portion of our officials. Let's work on pay increases for 
officials before we spend money on new uniforms!
Looks good.  I like the multiple flags.
My only request would be that you make the pocket on the shirt a little deeper to prevent the game card from coming out of it.
Good looking shirt, Hope we could used next year
Good looking shirt
Although I understand wanting to be unique, I can't get past the fact that the current shirt can be found in almost every sporting good store in the 
country at prices starting much lower than $40. That and the fact that unlike NCAA or NFL officials. We are in it to call football and not make 
fashion statements. I doubt sincerely that Friday night fans care what shirt we are wearing while we call their game.



Have 6 shirts .... Can't afford any new shirts :-(
Eliminate the zipper front and replace it with three buttons.  Make the collar a polo style instead of byron style.  Remove the elastic on the sleeve 
on the short sleeve shirt.  These things will make the shirt more comfortable.
We are a high school organization, and one inch stripes should be used.  We have people in our organization who are military members and 
move after 3 or 4 years.  With  one inches stripes they can transfer to most states, with a special shirt they cannot.  We do not need to look like 
college officials.
Outstanding!  TASO is the best HS officials organization in the country. This looks like the best.
Sub-varsity should be required 2017, so that there is no stress in trying to get three shirt at one time
STOP CHANGING THE UNIFORMS!
Will the placard be already on the shirt. I like the design.
Very impressive design.
When will we stop changing the uniform? I'm tired of having to spend more money on my uniform to stay up to date.
I would like to see white vertical stripe meet up with the black....or keep the current curved design with maybe adding another white stripe down 
the sleeves front and back...Like the position of the TASO patche and addition of the Texas flag...What are the specs on the width of the 
stripes...because I feel if these are wide stripes the stripe on the pants need to be wider to or the pants may look funny...Just my opinion.
The only thing I would prefer is to place the US Flag over the heart and place the TASO flag on the sleeves.
There's no reason to change what has worked for years and years.
NONE
It resembles the new designs that other officials are using.  It only makes sense for us to also get with the times.  New design looks awesome.
Please add the position Placard on the back and on the front pocket. Also as a active Duty Military Service Member please make the sure the 
American Flag has the (White Border) since we are representing Football not Police or Military. Only when you represent Military or Police or 
Firemen do you wear the gold border even if you are one of those Officials who's job is Military or Police or Fireman. The reason for wider 
stripes is so TV has a clear view of our Shirt 1 inch stripes are blurry.
its not only cost of shirts but that runs into jackets also

 looking at around $200 to change
why change.  It is not broken.  We do not need more changes.  Look at the new shorts, they are too long.
doesn't make sense to spend additional money for a thicker stripes.
I think TASO should be on the sleeve and either the U.S. flag or Texas flag should be over the shirt pocket. The U.S. flag should always fly into 
the wind.
Too much like the NFL shirt. If NCAA wants to be different why doesn't NFL?
No, its ugly
I like the change and it keeps up with the times as well
Officials should not bring attention to themselves. My question would be why are changing, to be different or to distinguish ourselves. If we want 
to be different or distinguish ourself. Let's get better on the field. The uniform doesn't make the official, the official makes the uniform. I know 
some other organizations have change. We are going to end up with some unique attire that doesn't represent what we are really there for.  Just 
look at all the different attire in the month of October.
The chest patch is cheap in appearance.



If everyone wants to look like the pros, get noticed and go pro. Leave high school football alone!!!!!!
no change......
This is the 46th season I have worked Football and I think the new shirt design looks very professional and for myself would be a welcome 
change in our uniform. I hope the entire TASO Football Membership will consider this as a positive move for all our offication crews through out 
the State.
These shirts are very professional.
I like the Texas flag on one side. Looks great!
This is just a money making opportunity for the suppliers.  There is no need to change the design.
I do not like the new shirts and would prefer 

To keep the same shirts that we have. No need

To change.
The new design looks more professional and very unique. As long as we can keep the TX flag patch (as proposed in the designpicture).
I really like the new style, we definitely need a change.
If we can't wear what the colleges wear, it seems to me the 1" stripes would be unique to TASO.
Do Not Change unless the schools ( UIL) is going to raise our game fees and insure that schools are paying us according to our current pay 
rates which is "NOT Happening"
New Shirt looks good and would make us stand out from other officials.
We have uniforms that we have spent a ton of money on over the years. We do not need to change the shirts. The uniform manufactures make 
enough on us as it is.
I love these and would gladly purchase the new shirts.
I would like the Plackets policy to still be in effect as well.
I recently bought 1" shirts
I vote yes
I would like to see us implement the Texas Flag patch on all shirts.
Would like to see what it looks like illustrated with current pants.
No need for a TASO shirt that is double the cost of the shirt we currently use.
Bigger stripes look a bit Basketball like
The patches on the sleeves need to closer to the shoulder
Looks very professional.
Just as we moved forward with new pants instead of knickers, it is time to wear new shirts. Why should the NFL & NCAA be the only ones to 
update their uniforms.
No benefit is gained by changing shirt design.  It doesn't make anyone a better official, coaches don't care, nor do players or fans.
With the pants, and now shirts, the only people benefiting are the manufacturers.
Lets stay with 1", it's not the uniforms that make us a good official.  I think the 1" stripes do the job just fine.
Love the new shirts. Can't wait to put it on



I do not support the change.  We do not need to keep changing according to whims.

Our Chapter took action against members for using differently striped shirts.  A change is not necessary.  We should not create another financial 
cost.  It seems we are making changes every 2 years.
It's fine the way it is .
The design is great.  It's the cost
I am assuming jackets will be available to look like the long sleeve.
We should value our identity as high school officials and not continue the pattern of mimicking the pros and then college every time they change 
uniform design or components. Are we that insecure that we have to play dress up for credibility?
I like the new design
Will the placket be worn on the new shirt.
Cost is to much,
Don't need to change shirts. No point in it!!
I think it is awesome and its time we had our own.
I do not want to change please leave as is will we be required to get placards for our shirts
I would prefer the new design with the Taso Patch on the sleeve as it is now. No Texas Flag.
Looks sharp.
Let's start now.
Taso should focus on developing a better environment for officials so that we can recruit and maintain membership.  Not the size of the strips on 
our uniforms.
I feel for NCAA officials who also work high school ball.  Buying one set of college ball but now going to have to buy 2 sets.
As long as we can get the shirts with placards same as the college shirts so we don't have to get these sewn on later. Make it a part of the shirt!
Nice
Why change? It is strictly a money maker for the vendors, a more expensive shirt to pay for (2-3 shirts per official), plus I'm guessing TASO gets 
some sort of kickback or licensing from each vendor. I work with a company whose saying is "if it's not good for the user, it's not good for the 
company". I'm trying to decide how this is better for the user.
Hello I think that there are several new officials that has invested in the New shirt's in the last few years I think we should stay as we are, until 
we get those new officials up to board and willing to make these NEW' change's.
I believe the current style is fine.
Shirts are ok. I think the American flag should be over the pocket and TASO patch on sleeve. Just a thought. Overall shirts look good.
I like the this shirt better
I feel we should keep High School Football, (High School).  This includes the Official Uniform.
Why do we have to do everything like the NFL.. I have 6 shirts now and would have to buy all new ones.  2 of my shirts are new.  I think they 
have too much black in them
If we switch I would like to switch for the 2014 season.
a special designed shirt only follows the many other organizations that wish to distinguish themselves. as officials, the mark of a well worked 
game is when no one knows we were on the field. why then would we want to wear something that would bring attention to us?
It looks a little like the NFL shirt..would we be required to include the TASO patch?



These look great!
Please consider changing the collar of the shirt to no collar or a very thin collar.  Inn hot temperatures,  that collar attracts heat and feels like a 
thousand pounds to the neck.  The current shirt is fine for high school.
Great looking shirt that updates our look as a professional.
It is unique to high school.  To be honest, I have a ciuple hundred dollars in jerseys and dont want to have to turn them into shop rags.
What is the purpose for the proposed change in shirt design?  I like the idea of putting the Texas flag on The sleeve of the shirt and the TASO 
emblem over the shirt pocket.   Will the new shirt have the position (R, U, H, L, B)  on the back of it. The shirt looks similar to the colloge shirt, 
but is different. Unfortunately for those officials who have several shirts instead of one or two it will be somewhat exspensive.
i own several shirts for working every night. would be expensive to switch.
This is shirt design is used by NFL officials. High school officials are high school. Collage officials are collage. Need to worry about recruiting 
and retaining officials in high school. Address the issues of the spread formation of the game. Where 7 officials are needed. At one time all 
games were 4 man. Now all games are 5 man. And are still missing calls because of uncovered zones, or players. Faster players. Faster game 
and wider field of coverage.
I think this is more professional looking.  Its great
If everybody is changing why not us.
It really does not make a difference. Whatever is decided I will get.
no comment
Looks more contemporary.
Under no circumstances should the shirts be changed.  We had enough problems with the striped shorts...the members have been charged 
enough. Leave the uniforms alone. Let the NCAA & NFL do what they want.  Get rid of the plaques,letters& misspelled TASO patch. We have a 
proud tradition to uphold. The BOD has better things to do than screw up the uniforms. Get the organization straightened out! Give the members 
back the right to vote on ByLaws which was illegally taken away.
I don't see the need for this. Just more $$ spent.
too much invested to have to buy all new shirts
All officials study the same rule book. And I feel all shirts should be the same. College officials should acknowledge that the patches they were 
like big 12,  sec, and so on.   Is the difference between a high school official and a college official.
They are good looking, but replacing all my shirts will cost a lot of money, so I don't want to change shirts!
I like the previous shirt that is in use now.
I think it enhances authority.   Kudos to the person who thought it.
looks good.  However, coping college stripes

is not the way to go.  like current stripes

but putting taso logo on shirt as shown above is

nice.
LIKE OLD ONE JUST ADD THE TX FLAG ! LOOK LIKE SHIRTS FROM PRISON
I do not see an advantage of any kind in wearing a different shirt from the one we are wearing now.



I agree with the Texas Flag also!
Looks good.
Buying a bunch of new shirts -- in addition to the required TASO patches and American flag patches and position letter patches on the back ... 
and then paying to have all that stuff sewn on -- is wasteful, expensive and unnecessary in my opinion.  Not a thing at all wrong with the current 
ones we use.  Not sure I'm understanding the reasoning behind this proposal other than silly vanity.  Seems like just a huge boondoggle for the 
shirt manufacturers and vendors though.  Is that the real reason?
Looks like a prison cell or a church window.   Not that I've ever been in either!
cool  looking  and it will make Texas Officials look awesome
yes
very professional, nice
I like the new design but would like to see the requirement extended out farther. Due to the high cost of the equipment I have already 
purchased, it is another expense on me quickly. Also, with 2" stripes on the shirt, will there be a requirement in the near future to go with black 
pants/shorts with 2" stripe? A few things to consider.
I like new taso
No need to change.
the solid black underarms match real good with the black trousers.

Answer
One of the advantage of keeping old type shirts is that it is cheaper. I really don't want to buy a new short sleeve, long sleeve and insulated shirt. 
Also new officials often receive hand me downs from officials which helps lower there overall cost. Let's qui trying to emulate colleges and pros. 
No reason to make such a change in my opinion
Thank you for keeping us updated.
Please dont force this upon us. The shorts are already ridiculous enough
US Flag with the TASO logo on the other sleeve. Same as we have now.
If the NCAA doesn't want us replicating them, then leave it alone!  There is nothing wrong with what we wear now.
don't do this.
Thanks for asking for input.  In the past when uniform changes are made alot of officials suspect that it is just a way for uniform distributors to 
make more money.  Asking for input first may help alleviate those concerns.
I like the new style shirt with the current patch placements.
The addition of patches to the sleeves seems to have been enough to distinguish ourselves from other states.  With the move to the new black 
pants I feel that officials appear modern and updated without another unnecessary move towards new shirts.
I have not been a fan of the TASO logo. Don't get me wrong, I am not anti TASO, just don't like the logo. To me it looks like working at a gas 
station patch. Sorry my opinion.
The black pants were welcome since most of us hated knickers.  This doesn't help.  Change patches but nothing else.
Keep TASO patch on sleeve
No flags!!!!
Have the TASO patch on the left sleeve and the American flag over the pocket. Also have small packets on the front pocket similar to CFO.
I really like the Texas flag.

Final Comments or Questions - Responses



Both Flags are a must. Love the shirts. Great job!
I agree with the NCAA. Colleges should have uniforms that are distinctive.  There is no need for High School refs to follow.  I think it will also 
cause a financial burden to some.  Let's keep the status quo.
I prefer the "patches" to be on the sleeves only.
I feel TASO does little right now for individuals and seems to be finding more ways to build more overhead and add more costs to entry and 
officiating as an avocation. Most officials in Texas don't need placards because they do not work the same position on a crew - focus on football 
not fashion
I have several shirts with 1 inch strip.
If TASO opts for the new design, officials will eventually need to purchase new shirts for both sub-varsity and varsity, long-sleeve & short sleeve, 
and potentially with and without placards.  This gets expensive.
Leave it the way it is.
Go for it.
Change is always good! It's time for a much needed change.
I believe that it is a positive change.
Please don't continue adding costs
We definitely need to move away from th one inch stripes
I feel the need to reiterate that these patches (however it is decided) to be included and sewn on to these shirts.  I would buy them tomorrow if I 
could.
the new design has my vote
I say no. Dont be bullied into something not cost effective. If it aint broke dont fix it. If the new shirt was totally different in look it would be worth 
considering.
My decision isn't based on the financial implications of being forced to buy a new jersey, or simply not wanting to, I just think the traditional 1" 
stripes look much better.  However, in my opinion, there are some officials out there that are long overdue on upgrading the current jersey 
they've been wearing since 2000.
I look forward to the shirts being worn in 2015.
I prefer as few patches as possible.
Please make sure that these will be affordable to those of us who need to buy 4-5 shirts and a long sleeve
We are having difficulty finding good officials. If we are changing uniforms every couple of seasons it is just one more thing that will keep 
younger, hungrier, broker people from wanting to invest their time and money into officiating.
No I like which direction this could possibly head. I think its great!
Need to address the issue of pants and shorts? Will these also be changed to 2" stripes? Cost? Try getting a package deal or a cost reduction.
nothing wrong with the way we look now  Why Change a good thing
Love the Texas Flag on the shirt!
This should not even be a subject brought up.  This is just for uniform companies to make money on us
There are no compelling reasons to make this change.  The change is just going to cost officials more money.  Is this cchange going to improve 
the officiating at the High School level?  NO.  TASO should be looking for ways to improve the overall quality of officials not changing the 
uniform.
Don't need the additional cost.



A new shirt would look great! And having both flags supports our state and country we are proud to be texas football officials we should have a 
unique look since we are the premier state for high school football!!
The current 1" stripe differentiates us from NCAA or NFL. I kinda like that.  Of course, I also miss the white knickers.
It's time for us old grouches to move on
Don't change the shirt.
There is nothing wrong with the current shirt!
someone is out to make money when the uniform now works just fine
You got us wearing pajama bottoms, leave it alone.
1 inch strips are fine. Don't force ridiculous expenses on us.
TRULY ENJOYED OFFICIATING THIS YEAR. LEARNED ALOT.
GET this ready for 2014 season.....the rumors started long ago and many folks have been waiting and ready....you cant keep putting it off...many 
crews are holding on buying anything until this 2" comes out...
If it isn't broken, why try to fix it?
Should be TASO on one sleeve and flag on the other nothing on the chest.
Why do we always need to keep up with the Joneses.

This should not be a fashion statement

The best official is the one not being seen.

We are on the field to control the game and get the call right.

Every other year we have to change something. Just let it be.
I would like to have the local logo or patch displayed. Maybe the local logo can be below the Texas flag.
What about the official who purchased the new plaque 1" shirt, any talks about a credit to a 2" shirt.
It's getting more and more expensive to continue to officate. It's no wonder we cannot keep young officals. Venders are the only ones to benefit 
here.
Do we get any credit for our old shirts?
Pants change (with black bean bags and black socks)was plenty of additional cost for a while. I am not one to look for change for change's sake 
anyway. I see no real advantage. To me stripes are stripes. I am not a GQ kind of guy. I don't care if my shoes are color coordinated with and 
match my wallet.
Why does age matter?
Require position placards for all Texas varsity games including 6-Man
change is good.
Enough with all the changes , unless we get a raise who can afford to keep up ?
Thanks for taking TASO football forward!
Would like to still have option for TASO patch on sleeve opposite of the flag
Don't go to this.



The new design looks awful.
No good reason to change what is already working.
We do not need to change for "change sake". The new design somewhat looks like the NFL shirt Leave the NFL to the NFL, the 2" shirt to the 
NCAA and leave the 1" shirt for High School.
Texas Flag will Brand our Officials &/or Games across the Nation......GREAT Idea!
None
I like the new shirts and think that as long as the patches are intertwined in the fabric it will be perfect.
TASO on left and TX flag on right sleeve
Please find more useful things to do than spend our money
I really enjoyed this season, and I look forward to many more with the chapter.
I am sure the new shirts will look nice but the current shirts look nice too.  Being a first year official who has called almost 40 games so far this 
year I feel that having to buy another shirt after spending good money on a new shirt this year that has very little mileage on it is just throwing 
good money away.
Retain the American Flag and the TASO emblem on the shirts.

Also, if TASO goes with 2-inch stripes on shirts, then 2-inch stripes on pants needs to follow.
What about the TASO patch on the chest along with Tx. & US on opposite sleeves as you suggested earlier.
Leave it alone please new officials can't keep buying uniforms
Having our own shirt sets us apart and that is a good thing.
If cost is held down the change would be ok. Would the new design be for jackets also
I would prefer that all shirts come with flags and the TASO patch. There are too many times that shirts sometimes worn with flags and others not 
and the same with the TASO patch.
Make it so.  It would be nice to have a standard look and feel.
Don't make this an age discrimination matter.
HAVE A NICE DAY !
Dry fit material with all flags and patches already screen printed on material.  Placards should also be screen printed.  A camo shirt would be 
unique
Really?!?
There for the kids.
I'm not sure what division I am in
They come up that people had to wear the short pants with the white strip but only 10% of the official wear them in my chapter. What a waste of 
money for 1st year officials. The older official won't wear them.
This is not needed.
What difference does the age make?
Too many flags. Redesign TASO patch as a Texas looking patch. That will say all.
Change for the sake of change never makes sense.



A one flag shirt, would it have a TASO emblem on the other sleeve?  A two flag shirt, would it have a TASTO emblem on the left chest area?
I would rather have the US flag above the pocket instead of the TASO patch
Thanks for the chance to chime in.
Please put into effect in 2014.
I like change...go for it....
In my opinion, neither the schools, nor the fans care about how big the stripes are on our uniforms.  We can remain our own selves by not 
changing.
This will probably keep me from doing any HS/Sub-varsity football at all!
Please don't change or I will retire.
We have obsoleted V stripes, knickers, stirrup socks. one whole sock, everyone wearing black caps. red flags and the list can go on. Let's move 
forward . The new style shirts look good.
I do not particularly care for the TASO logo above the pocket. Seems out of place there.
Our goal as officials is to go through the game unseen, unnoticed, and without much fan fare.  Thank you.
grt idea
Current 1" stripes with the patch should be our uniform from now until the end of time! Do change the uniform!
Not being able to wear the many 1" shirts we already own would be unfair. I don't think it should matter if we look like the college officials. We all 
have worn similar uniforms for all these years and it has not been an issue. I'm sure the fans, parents, coaches or players don't care what we 
wear as long as we provide good service for them.
I like what we have.
I see no need for a change.  It will just end up costing more money to replace the shirts I already have
I will not wear a flag that is backwards on anything. Are the fashion police running TASO now? Is there any market for a pair of almost new 
knickers and four pair of brand new high socks?
Nice idea - Looks great!
maybe add the texas flag to the sleeve and the American flag to the chest area. or vise versa.
Great move. Pass it regardless of what membership says.
Would also like the TASO logo on the other sleeve.

Flag on left TASO on right or vise a versa
Anything to distinquish ourselves from other states I am in favor of.  I especially like having the Texas State Flag on our sleeves.
where would the taso patch go if two flags are used or I'am just going to fast
Reiterating...Put the Texas flag on sleeve in place of US flag.  Put US flag on front of shirt above pocket.
TASO should not be trying to make a profit from vendors in order for them to be authorized to sell your shirts.  Most larger vendors are not taking 
care of the officials in the respect that they should be taken care of.
the new shirt looks like a prison shirt !
It's time for a change!
new shirt does look nice.....



While I do purchase new shirts every few years. Some members do not and I do not think making a uniform change is necessary.
Add the position placard to the front pocket.
none
None
Why?  If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
Great idea!
Many of us have just purchased cold weather shirts that are expensive and are not used that often so they stay relatively new looking for years.  
This would be a big loss in purchasing this year and another added expense in purchasing new gear.
make  the  change
The shirt design looks very nice. I like it.
That new shirt looks ridiculous
Some use position on back of uniform, some do not.  Coordinating uniform should be the last thing on the officials mind.
thanks for letting me give input!
Texas flag would look awesome....
must be driven by the manufacturer's and distributors to drive new sales next year.   Who cares what NCAA says, we can copy their shirts 
unless they have a copyright.
I like the idea of Texas Flag on the Uniform.

I guess my question would be will it still have TASO patch or could we have a Taso patch on the shirt pocket?
find a shirt and uniform and stick with it
I prefer only the US flag on the sleeve
The shirt will probably be for my last season on the field, 50 years!
I would like for TASO to move to the US flag with the white border in lieu of the current US flag with the yellow border.
Thank you TASO for the consideration of making this change. Although change is not in everyone's character this change will only continue to 
enhance the game as it stands.
This design looks similar to the NFL shirt. Is that enough difference to satisfy the NCAA's wish to be unique?
Get rid of the current TASO patch. Does not look professional.
Again, we don't need to look like NFL or College officials!
Thanks for listening
The flags are not a major issue. I would be okay with the US flag mainly, but if the other members want the Texas flag that would be okay as 
well.
Go for it! It would be fun and distinctive. It would also help new official recruiting effort .
I purchased Sublimated shirts this year and I have enjoyed wearing them. The Smitty ones seem to run a bit small, but now I know. One thing 
that should be addressed is price. The sublimated shirts that other states wore this year were cheaper than the TASO one for some reason. The 
lower the price point the more people that will be willing to adopt.
More bullshit to sell more uniforms.  Very discouraging.  I have had about enough.
Think before you act....
You might consider the TASO logo on the center of the back of the shirt, just below the collar.



You need at least 3 shirts to make it through the season. I really dont want to buy 3 more shirts....
I'm not sure what division you're has to do with this survey, but I think you will see more division 1,2. &. 3 officials wanting the new shirt design. 
Read my previous comments for the explanation
It ain't broke,but some of my refmates are.
NONE
Could a support crew shirt be made or designed for timers and chain crew
I would prefer small flag on the pocket shirt
Just leave the shirts as they are.
Leave things alone....you guys in the metro area chapters can have your own shirts,we are just fine like we are.
Stay with the shirts we already have and allow chapters to add their own logos on their shirts.
None.
We need to look professional,  patches just draw attention to what we stand for, not our integrity or morals
New design with both flags all the way!
I just bought three new shirts and pants. The pay already is messed up from the new UIL pay sheet. Please do not make us spend 1/4 of our 
earnings on uniform change vary other year.
Why Change?
If it aint broke don't fix it.  If some members want two inch shirt go to college...Next thing you know we will have people that want to look like NFL 
guys...
We should be talking about a raise in game fees as opposed to incurring additional costs by buying new shirts.
Add the TASO logo as well.
Will look more professional
Thank you for asking the member about this.
Think the current stripes are great because the collegiate and professional levels have made changes each of the past 2 seasons.
Most are not in it for the money but controlling the cost would be helpful and necessary
I am very pleased with the old shirt. I am open to change. At first I was against the black pants until I used them now I love them and don't want 
to go back but,

  The pros should have their shirt.

  College should have theirs.

  High school should have a different shirt.

Each level should be different.

Then you a goal to obtain.
We just finished changing pants and the current shirts look fine.



I do think we need to add sunglasses to sub varsity games as a part of the summer uniform. This is for personal protection from UV, extreme 
sunlight, dust/particals. I work outside 75% of the time and my employer requires eye protection for these reason Taso should recognize the 
need the help preserve our eye sight.
It's who is in the shirt not the shirt.
I don't think it's broke so I don't have the urge to fix it.
I hope the board doesn't drag this out until I am too old to wear it! Everybody likes new stuff.
I see a lot of crews using placards. Are the placards going to be mandatory and if so how will they be attached to the shirts.
US Flag on one sleeve and TASO patch on the other. No patch over front pocket as it gets covered with game card and pen.
Let's officiate football and quit trying to be trendy
If we have flags on both sleeves, where will the TASO patch be placed?
I'm glad it will be phased in over time.
You have a winner as far as the flags are in question ------ the question is slanted. 

I prefer no flags-------I'm still an American

I'm still a Texan and I was in the U.S. Navy.
Will there be a TASO patch on the shirt?
I like the forward thinking, just do not know if everyone can afford the change
I think the flags are important on the shirts. The US flag should be over the pocket and the Texas Flag and TASO logo on opposite sleeves.
TEXAS HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL RULES!!!
Prefer flag over pocket.
NO
I think a recognizable change will be good for the chapter. Whether or not a flag is worn is a moot point.
Leave current uniform as is.
It's not about the shirts, after all. A needless new expense while game fees have declined. No thanks.
I think having our own unique shirt would be great!
No placards, please
We appreciate the opportunity to express ourselves.
Enough changes for a while. If there is continued change officals will get confused on shirts and what to wear.
The new shirt design looks good.Underarms could use some venting. Southern officials need a mesh material also.
Div. 5, four year in the chapter.
Will the shirts for short and long sleeve be form fitted? What material will they made of? Mesh?
I like the current shirts. Thx you
US flag with TASO patch.
This sets us apart from other states and would make me proud to be a Texas official
Will the shirts be available with position plackards on the back?  I enjoy wearing a shirt that tells the fans my position.



US Flag code says flag patch should only be used on military, fire, police, & patriotic organizations.  Not on athletic uniforms.
I would like to see our approved vendors work special pricing due to fact they will have such large orders across the State (every official will buy 
at least one short sleeve and one long sleeve shirt).   This change would be a boon to every vendor.  They should make a profit but balance with 
reasonable prices for TASO
Why do you need my age.........no reason for needing age..........same as no reason to change shirts..........
I am willing to support both flags.
TASO patch should be placed on the same side as Texas Flag but a smaller version of both so that it will not cover the whole sleeve.
As an NCAA official I believe this looks better than our shirts. Excellent job in staying progressive! Can't wait to wear the new shirt.
What would I do with the 5-7 shirts i already have
Stop putting money into Vendors pockets & start giving the official what they want, more money per game & more mileage for the games that 
are inner city
Let's move forward with the change.
I voted "No" because of the statement that 

"No non-TASO vendor may legally produce and/or sell the new shirt or anything else with the TASO logo affixed."

This will keep prices too high.
I have a few friends I have tried to encourage to become officials but they know how much I spend on uniforms and equipment every year and it 
is a big deterrent for them
Do not change to the 2" shirts unless TASO convinces UIL to increase the pay for games and adjust travel, especially for non-metro officials in 
rural areas.
In moving forward with changes, we have to remember that "change" isn't for everyone, and this survey is a great tool for getting the 
interpretation and perception of its officials. Senior officials are set in how things has been and will eventually assume the new look is for 
recognizing growth in the great organization.  Rly_simmons@yahoo.com.
The question on flags should have had an option of 

"do you prefer JUST an American flag"  your choices

were leading.
We are making it harder and harder for new members to start with minimal financial impact on those new members. Now we require a physical 
and purchase of equipment and financial output of about $200 just to start. College students cannot afford that and a lot of our officials are 
college students struggling to rub 2 coins together much less $200.
The only reason i don't prefer both flags is that we have our TASO patch on the other sleeve.
I especially like the idea of both flags on the shirt
TASO shirts are unique to us now.
I would like the patches to come already sewen on the shirts. Have the vendors put both shirts as a package deal.



Logo's on hats don't look good in my opinion, I hope TASO never requires a change in our hats.  I mention this because it seems we change 
something every other year.  If you want to improve the look of TASO attire, ban the white socks with black strip shorts.  Nobody where's black 
shoes with white socks unless you are 85 & living in a nursing home.
Do not change our jerseys.
I am currently a timer for football.
You keep adding new cost (dues increases striped pants & shorts}, but no game fee increases.
The proposed shirts look nice but don't look any better than the ones we already have. The only ones coming out ahead in this will be the 
suppliers.
There should be placards on the back of the shirts that can be removed when needed.
Hope they are approved
Go for it Boys!!!!
Like I said  earlier like smaller stripes
this is complete bs designed to increase shirt sales
Where will the TASO patch go?
Don't cater to someone else!
We just purchased new shirts with placards.
Why make us totally redo the shirts that I & others have purchased & used over the years?

We donate our old ones to new officials just starting out. If we do this it will require everyone to purchase a long Sleeve & a short sleeve Shirt. 
This does not really have to happen!
Thanks for all you do!!!
For first year/new officials, this won't be much of an issue, but for older officials who are close to retirement or officials that just do officiating as a 
side job, this is un-needed money leaving our pockets. After the disaster with the new mileage, how much more money are we going to give 
up??
Why can't TASO just leave it alone?  Change for the sake of change is never good.  The shorts debacle is a prime example.  I am tired of being 
hit in the wallet every time TASO changes something.
Please do not do this to our officals.
still loving it
We need to change with the times in our uniforms.  Football is very big in the state of Texas.
I like the idea that Texas high school official will look different than any other officials. As a college official i like that the shirts are different from 
high school to college.
It is a financial burden, especially with spending money recently just changing pants.  Officials do not need to be changing their uniforms as 
often as colleges change helmet or uniform designs...
Is the point system still important? I know one year the points were dropped and many officials moved up really fast.
I'm not against flags so much as more patches than necessary.
Love the look, but I think we should require Varsity officials should be required to wear position placket.
i like all the change that take place on the new shirt, thank you



I did not see anything mentioned about positions plackets.  Are we moving to using them if the new shirts are approved?  I think if EVERYONE 
wears them i am in favor - optional, i am not in favor.
Great idea
Please correct the spelling on information that so many people will do. That is more important to me because of the image it portrays.
Love the new look
I'm not opposed to both flags or to only the Texas flag but I prefer the current configuration of US flag and TASO on sleeves.  If we had occasion 
to officiate outside the state it would seem more appropriate to have the Texas flag on our sleeve.
This will put a financial burden on most of the officials.
Looks great, Get 'er done!
TASO patch tells what state chapter we are in
Not everyone has excess money to spend every year on uniform changes.  Please STOP NOW!

It is tough enough replacing pieces that wear out.  Now, every year or two....parts of the uniform change completely.

Texas officials shouldn't have to wear pants when it's 95% humidity and still 95 degrees at gametime.
This appears to be a professional approach to our uniform and I do recommend the change.
Only thing that might be better would be to have no flags on sleeves and just the Texas flag on the neck area below collar...need to bring back 
the fuller collar with the Velcro fastening.
New shirts look great! The 1 inch stripe does not look good with the black pants. The 2 inch stripe will look much better. I officiate NCAA and I 
like the proposed new TASO shirt better than the NCAA one! Great job!
NONE
Wide stripes will make the Official on film look clear this is why the NFL went to 2 inch long ago glad we are catching up. Now lets approve 
sunglasses your eyes are just as important to protect. As sunscreen to your skin sunglasses for your eyes. Or the State can pay for the eye 
doctor bills.
old school
referring back to the flags...The United States Flag should either go over the shirt pocket or on the left sleeve.  If you require it to be on the right 
sleeve then we will need to purchase a right sleeve US flag. The flags should fly into the wind (going forward the stars followed by the stripes).  
Former U.S. Marine.
Why bother?
I don't think it is nessisary to impliment very costly uniform changes just for the sake of changing.  It would be an unessisary financial burden.
Didn't ask, but I also prefer the position lettering on the back - to be put on by the manufacturer for consistency.
Great Looking shirt, Could you work the TASO logo onto the hat and not the shirt? Also, not a good question about the Flags, WE BETTER 
HAVE THE AMERICAN FLAG ON OUR SHIRTS.



I think high school football uniform should be uniformity all across the US. There's no other organization within itself have different uniforms and 
please don't compare our organization with little leagues and even within themselves they use the same uniforms. The TASO patch and US flag 
is enough to identify ourselves
Im fortunate enough to officiate some college football (D3) and I like keeping the uniforms completely seperate from each other.

Also, I have about 15 short/long sleeve 1 inch jerseys and I dont need to start a new collection. Also too expensive; sure, one jersey is only $40-
60, however, with as many games as I officiate,several shirts are needed
The very best to TASO's efforts to move to a new shirt for all of our members!
Will the shirt include the position placard?
I Don't remember what division I am in but I'm guessing division V
Do not be like the basketball chapters as they

Went to new shirts several years ago and I

Do not like them at all. Let's stay our say shirts

Cause we went to black pants and we look 

Just fine.   Thanks
I like both flags because I like representing my country and state.
DO NOT NEED NEW DESIGN   JUST MORE EXPENSES THAT IS NOT NEEDED
I would prefer a Texas flag and TASO patch on the sleeves!
This survey is a great idea. Thank you for you support.
TASO needs a new look I like the way the new shirts look I hope it passes
Will these shirts be available in the weather styles.?
Patches need to be closer to shoulder
It would be great to encourage the older officials to donate old shirts to rookie class so they can use them for the first year or so. That would 
save a lot of money for them. The patches should be allowed to be the old style as long as the shirts are still allowed to be used for subvarsity.
I would like to see TASO update their uniforms just as all organizations do.
Please don't change.
I do not support another uniform change.
I'm assuming it was Honings expressing the most interest?
I've worked college and high school. I am very proud of both. I don't need to dress like the college guys do to feel competent, valued, and 
professional.
Have the shirt manufacturers offer significant discounts for buying shirts the first year.
Good job
I prefer New shirt with US Flag and Taso Patch on Sleeves
I believe it would be a positive change.



Even though I just purchased the new TASO shirt I think it would be a good idea for all Texas officials to be identified with our own Texas style 
shirts would they be made with placards also?
For a first year official this would really be frustrating to invest in a 150$ uniform only to have it obsolete in a couple

of years
Change for a valid reason is good (long black pants instead of knickers). Change to be different, and strictly at the expense of the official, is not 
good.
Thanks for including ME.
As I see it, that would mean probably having to order three shirts (about $120).  Then I would have a large collection of totally outdated 1" stripe 
shirts (I have a good collection of striped basketball shirts already that I cannot use.

I also wonder how new officials would fit into the situation: There are still some without striped shorts.
I myself was disappointed when the done away with the white-nickers, WE MUST KEEP HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL, HIGH SCHOOL.    This 
includes the official uniform.
Nice change.  We need to continue to progress in a positive direction.
Please no change.
Thank you for getting the officials input on this issue since it will impact all football officials statewide.
Its frustrating to keep having buy new gear every year. Over the years it adds up trying to keep up with all changes that are decided on.
The whole crew bought the sublimated TASO shirt, no need for another shirt.
On field clinics must be geared to 5 man crews. Collage and NFL officials try to instruct to 5 man crews 7 man, Can our top 5 man crews in the 
state instruct 5 man to our 5 man crews. High school, collage, and NFL all have their own clinics.
i, think it's time to change and go with a different type of shirt.
I am not sure of my division.
no comment
My age is none of your business...I lied.

I would like to be place on the next BOD meeting agenda.
Please be sure to publish the results and specifically state the % of respondents to the entire TASO Football membership. Thanks.
we are all officials who study the same rule book. Let patches show the difference between a college official and a high school official.
Keep our old shirts.
OLD SHIRT JUST FINE
Thank you we need to improve our image
keep up the good work it been a great yr for football
I like the shirts but the expense is pretty high right now. I think it should be optional for 2 seasons before being made mandatory.
Whichever shirt is chosen, please make sure that entire local chapters are wearing same,  not just Div I. It creates separation between the long 
time veterans to the rookies and 2nd year guys



I think the TASO patch artwork should be redesigned, as well.
keep the old shirt
just bought two new shirts this year with TASO logos.  Like the new design but would like to use my two new shirts for 2014 with new ones 
coming in on 2015 season
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